A simple system for sensing temperature in multiple zones based on a multi-wavelength Brillouin fiber laser ring is presented. Optical fiber reels are serially concatenated and divided in zones (one per sensing area). Setting the Brillouin lasing in each spool of fiber generates a characteristic wavelength that depends on the fiber properties and the temperature in the zone. Thus, it is possible to measure temperature independently and accurately through heterodyne detection between two narrow laser signals. The proposed sensor integrates the temperature along the whole spool of fiber in each zone. These real time measurements were successfully checked in our laboratory.
INTRODUCTION
Since the first suggestion of the Brillouin scattering to realize distributed measurements of temperature in 1989 1 , an extensive research work has been invested and now both temperature and strain, along a fiber are obtained by analyzing the Brillouin frequency behavior 2 . In the current distributed fiber sensing field is one of the most remarkable fiber optic sensing technologies thanks to the advantage of use optical fiber as transducer and channel at the same time. Furthermore, Brillouin scattering effect is used to develop gyroscopes 3 and in slow and fast light 4 , among others. Additionally, the narrow linewidth of the Brillouin gain effect offers the possibility to use the current fibers as active mediums to build cavities for lasers with narrow bandwidth 5 . Brillouin comb lasers using pump-modulation 6 and ring laser cavity structure within an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) 7 have been proposed and demonstrated in order to generate slow light. Otherwise, in this paper we propose to use a multi-line Brillouin laser to measure in real time the temperature in the multiple zones in which each pieces of different fiber are installed. In the next sections the principle and experimental set-up, the results and their discussion and, finally, the conclusions extracted are presented.
PRINCIPLE AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) can amplify the light that is counter-propagating to the pump light 8 , such interaction between pump and stokes light fields can be described by the steady state coupled-intensity equations, without pump depletion and, the Brillouin Gain Scattering (BGS) curve is described by a Lorentzian profile 8 . The Brillouin gain (G) which is the key parameter for amplifiers and Brillouin fiber lasers is given by the expression:
Where g B is the Brillouin gain coefficient, P/A is the power per effective area, α is the fiber transmission loss, L is the fiber length and L eff is the effective fiber length defined by:
This stimulated nonlinear effect in fibers can be use as an active medium to form a resonance cavity to obtain fiber lasers with a narrow line width. Hence, the narrowband Brillouin laser signal is placed around the Brillouin frequency shift (BFS) from the pump wave which is described by 2 / . The parameters n and V a are dependent on fiber structure and composition as well as the temperature and strain around the fiber.
In order to show and validate the proposed multi-line laser sensor configuration, we show in Fig. 1 the experimental setup and sensor; in which the fiber transducer constitute part of a typical ring laser cavity. The fiber transducer is integrated by three spools of fiber (F1, F2 and F3) coiled without mechanical strain and with a length of 1000m, 1100m and 550m, respectively. F1 is an Alcatel TERALIGHT fiber, F2 is a commercial single mode fiber SMF-28 and F3 is an all-silica-core Sumitomo fiber. A tunable laser source HP8168F set at 1550nm with a typical linewidth of ~100 KHz is used as the pump source. It is amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and split in two different beams by means of a 3dB coupler. The coupler output one (2%) is used as the local oscillator (OL); the other output (98%) is used as pump power signal. The pump is launched into a set of three spools of different fibers spliced serially, each one is placed in a different zone (three in total), in which the temperature will be later measure (Z1, Z2 and Z3). An spontaneous backscatter signal is generated in the set of fibers and goes from port 2 to port 3 of an optical circulator; it is launched back into the spools of fiber in the opposite direction of the pump light (by means of the 99% output of a coupler) to close the ring cavity laser. Hence, the Brillouin signal is reinforced and properly amplified, reaching the lasing conditions in the ring cavity. Two polarization control devices (PC) are inserted inside the ring cavity to control properly the polarization of the optical signals. The Brillouin laser signals (one per spool of fiber) are taken out from the ring by using the 1% output of a coupler. This signal is mixed with the LO signal within a 3dB coupler, and a heterodyne signal is obtained. This frequency is measured using an analyzer system. It is formed by an opto-electric converter (HP11982) and an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA-HP8592L). We measure a set of three independent electrical signals that are observed in the display of the ESA. They are proportional to the laser output that comes from each spool of fiber and their corresponding frequencies also are proportional to the temperature in each zone. Fig. 2-a. shows the amplified stokes optical wave that is generated in the ring cavity. It is observed using an Optical spectrum Analyzer (OSA). The slope efficiency of the multi-line laser set corresponds to 32.15% (see Fig. 2-b) . We set our multi-line Brillouin laser to work with a pump power of 13.45dBm and initial conditions of 20ºC of temperature and 50% RH.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As shown in figure 3 the three laser lines are detected in real time with an ESA. Besides, whether the temperature is changed only in the second zone, we can observe a shift of tens of mega Hertz in the BFS reference. Reference values for the three Brillouin laser lines are also shown in Fig. 3 . The Brillouin laser signals for Fiber1, Fiber2 and Fiber3 are shifted 10.69GHz, 10.86GHz and 11.07GHz, respectively, from the pump optical wave. From Fig. 3 we point out that the narrow linewidth, which corresponds to the spectral convolution between linewidth of the pump and the Brillouin signal, is approximately 5MHz. It allows the measuring of small variations in the central Brillouin frequency. The measurement range of temperature is delimited by the gap between Brillouin signals, i.e. the characteristic Brillouin shift in the fibers. To calibrate the sensor, we modified the temperature in the zone 2 using a climatic chamber HYGROS15. We set variations between 10ºC to 50ºC at constant relative humidity. The zones 1 and 3 are kept with their initial conditions of temperature and RH. Thus, we observe the variation in the Brillouin frequency laser in the spool of fiber 2 (See Fig. 4-a) and monitored the fiber 1 to test its invariance. The data for the variation in the Brillouin laser signal in fiber 2 are plotted in Fig. 4 -b, the linear fit shows the expected proportional dependence with the temperature, which is about 1.1MHz/ºC. Also, we observe the Brillouin laser signal from Fiber 1 as a reference constant value to control the temperature in the zone 1. 
